
Mar 2023 - 
Present

English-to-Hindi Translation Expert
GemTranslations

I provide translation and proofreading services for
both general and gaming content.

Jul 2023 - 
Present

iGaming Translator & Proofreader
Qontent Group

I specialize in translating and proofreading games,
spanning casino games, sports betting, slot
machines, blackjack, and more. 

Mar 2023 - 
Present

English-to-Hindi Translator & Reviewer
Cactus Global

I translate and localize websites, ensuring a
culturally adapted experience for audiences.

Dec 2022 - 
Present

English-to-Hindi Localization Expert
Sichuan Lan-bridge Information Technologies Co., Ltd.

Engaged in diverse app localization projects, I
actively contribute to the adaptation of various
applications for different markets and languages.

Jan 2023 - 
Present

English-to-Hindi iGaming Translator
MK:Translation

I creatively transcreate various games, from casino
and sports betting to slot games.

PERSONAL INFO

Jabalpur, India 482001

+917470611979

siddhantpatel427@gmail.com

Address

Phone

Email

SIDDHANT PATEL
English to Hindi Translator & Subtitler

SKILLS

I'm a word wizard, turning English tales into Hindi wonders. With a knack
for transforming apps, websites, and comics (stories), I bring a dash of
culture to every project. I'm not just about hitting deadlines; I make scripts
dance and subtitles sing. Whether it's web series or movies, my linguistic
charm ensures your content not only speaks accurately but also dances
to a global rhythm, making it a hit across audiences.

Touch or click to visit social profilesWORK EXPERIENCE

My Clients

Google
(with Agency)

Zomato
(with Agency)

River Comics
(Direct Client)

Amazon
(with Agency)

1win
(with Agency)

Lemon
(with Agency)

Spoon Foundation
(with Agency)

HDFC
(with Agency)

PlayBison
(with Agency)

IndiaFirst
(with Agency)

MX Player
(with Agency)

& many more

Amazon Prime
(with Agency)

BlueChip
(with Agency)

ChildFund
(with Agency)

Bajaj Finserv
(with Agency)

Jul 2023 - 
Present

Hindi to English Script & Subtitles
Translator
Deluxe 

In my role, I handle translation, proofreading, and
QA tasks for dubbing scripts and subtitles in web
series, movies, and media content. 
I am dedicated to delivering accurate and culturally
relevant translations, contributing to the global
accessibility and audience engagement of diverse
audio-visual projects.

Hindi - Native
English - Native

Proficient in CAT tools such as
Trados, MemoQ, Smartcat and
Phrase

Cultural Awareness & Intelligence
Analysis & Research 
Management & Multitasking 
Creative Writing Skills 
Adherence to Deadlines 

Language Proficiency

Translation Tools

http://instagram.com/siddhantpatel01/
https://www.facebook.com/siddhantp682001
https://www.linkedin.com/in/siddhantpateltranslator
http://twitter.com/siddhantpatel04/
tel:+917470611979
mailto:siddhantpatel427@gmail.com


PERSONAL INFO

Jabalpur, India 482001

+917470611979

siddhantpatel427@gmail.com

Address

Phone

Email

SIDDHANT PATEL
English to Hindi Games Translator

Touch or click to visit social profilesWORK EXPERIENCE

Oct 2021 - 
Present

Language Specialist
WordLabz Solutions

At WordLabz Solutions, our mission is to bridge
language barriers for our clients and support their
business growth.
Serving as a comprehensive language solution, we
aspire to contribute to their success stories.
Our services prioritize convenience, security,
reliability, cost-effectiveness, and user-friendliness,
ensuring that language solutions are readily
accessible to all.

Sep 2021 - 
Present

Freelance/Remote Translator
Oneforma by Pactera EDGE

-Freelancing as an English-to-Hindi translator, I
specialize in translating general and website
content.
Successfully translated content for prominent
brands including Google, Zomato, India First, Big
Torrent, Amazon, and others.

Dec 2021 - 
Present

Volunteer Translator
Translators Without Border

Volunteering as a translator in the English-to-Hindi
language pair, I've contributed over 15,000 words
for organizations such as ChildFund and Spoon
Foundation.

Jun 2022 - 
Present

Freelance Hindi Translator
RiverComics LLC

As a freelance English-to-Hindi translator, I
specialize in translating comic book scripts. 
My responsibilities encompass translating captions,
narrations, dialogs, speeches, and sound effects
from English to Hindi, ensuring a seamless and
culturally resonant experience within the comics.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Commerce 
RDVV University 
April 2022

Linguistics Diploma
RDVV University 
March 2022

CERTIFICATIONS

Digital Marketing
I Digital Preneur
Issued March 2022
Show Certificate

Marketing 
I Digital Preneur
Issued March 2022
Show Certificate

Volunteer Certificate
Translators Without Border
Issued March 2022
Show Certificate

I'm a word wizard, turning English tales into Hindi wonders. With a knack
for transforming apps, websites, and comics (stories), I bring a dash of
culture to every project. I'm not just about hitting deadlines; I make scripts
dance and subtitles sing. Whether it's web series or movies, my linguistic
charm ensures your content not only speaks accurately but also dances
to a global rhythm, making it a hit across audiences.

http://instagram.com/siddhantpatel01/
https://www.facebook.com/siddhantp682001
https://www.linkedin.com/in/siddhantpateltranslator
http://twitter.com/siddhantpatel04/
tel:+917470611979
mailto:siddhantpatel427@gmail.com
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17fzlpjtQrxUhzBfxgLHCVPpGlSebOiIy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17Q2T21grFxT0SAXv5rugdVVNLDQy7WO0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/u/0/d/1SDtr9zT_b-LrWGKKLBnQi1FtfXtFhSvS/view?usp=drivesdk&pli=1

